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Abstract 
Illanes, A., Monotone and open Whitney maps defined in 2x, Topology and its Applications 53 
(1993) 271-288. 
Some equivalent conditions on a Whitney map for 2x to be open (or monotone) are given. It is 
shown that the existence of a monotone Whitney map for 2x implies that the space of Whitney 
levels in 2x is pathwise connected. Three examples showing that the contractibility of a dendroid 
X is independent of the existence of open (or monotone) Whitney maps for Zx are given and 
some questions concerning this subject are asked. 
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Introduction 
A continuum is a compact connected metric space. Throughout this paper X 
will denote a continuum with metric d. The hyperspaces of X are the spaces 
2x = {A cX: A is nonempty and ctosed) and C(X) = {A E 2x: A is connected) 
both with the Hausdorff metric H. A map is a continuous function. A Whitney 
map for 2x (respectively C(X)> is a map p : 2x --) [O, 11 (respectively P : C(X) --f 
[O, 11) such that ~((x}) = 0 for each x E X, pu(X> = 1 and A c B #A implies that 
,&A) <P(B). 
If Y is a continuum, an onto map f : X + Y is said to be confluent provided 
that for each continuum Q of Y and each component C of f-‘(Q) we have 
f(C) = Q. It is known that monotone maps and open maps are confluent [ll. 
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Charatonik proved in [4, Theorem 21 that confluent Whitney maps for 2x are 
monotone. 
It is known that Whitney maps for C(X) are always monotone and open [6, p. 
10321. In [17, 14.611, Nadler showed that if X is a closed interval, then there is a 
Whitney map for 2x which is not open (and then it is not monotone). Answering 
questions by Nadler [17, 14.63 and 14.641, Charatonik showed in [2] a continuum 
having no confluent Whitney map for 2 x. Later, in [3, Theorem 241, he showed 
that if X contains an R”-continuum (see Section 2 for the definition), then it has 
no confluent Whitney map for 2x. 
On the other hand, the author has shown that if X is either locally connected 
[lo] or arc-smooth [13] then there exists an open (and monotone) Whitney map for 
2x. 
This paper is divided in three sections: 
Section 1. We give necessary and sufficient conditions on a Whitney map for 2x 
to be open (or monotone). In [17, Theorem 14.651, Nadler showed that the trouble 
spots of 2x for the openess of a Whitney map p for 2x are related to the finite 
subsets of X. Some of our conditions are given in terms of the behavior of p on 
the finite subsets of X. 
Section 2. A Whitney level in 2x (respectively C(X)) is a set of the form 
p-‘(t) E 22x where t E [O, 11 and p is a Whitney map for 2x (respectively C(X)). 
Denote by N(2x) c 22x (respectively N(C(X))) the space of Whitney levels in 2x 
(respectively C(X)). The space N(C(X)) c 22x has been widely studied by the 
author in [11,12,14,15]. This space has very nice properties, in fact, it is topologi- 
tally equivalent to I, [15]. In this section, topological properties of N(2*) are 
studied for the first time. We prove that if there is a monotone Whitney map for 
2x, then N(2x> is pathwise connected. We also show that if X contains an 
R3-continuum, then N(2X) is not pathwise connected. 
Section 3. In [3, Question 251, Charatonik asked the following question: Does 
there exist a continuum X which has a monotone (an open) Whitney map for 2x 
and such that 2x is not contractible? In this section we show a plane dendroid X 
such that 2x~ is not contractible but it has open (and monotone) Whitney maps. 
This continuum is a little modification of an example by Charatonik [3, Example 51. 
In this section we include two more examples X, and X3 which shows that 
contractibility of X is not related to the existence of open (or monotone) Whitney 
maps for 2x, X, and X3 are contractible plane dendroids, 2xz has monotone 
Whitney maps but it has no open Whitney maps and 2x7 has no monotone 
Whitney maps. 
We will need the following conventions: The unit interval 10, 11 is denoted by I, 
the set of positive integers is denoted by FU, if YE 2x, diam(Y) denotes the 
diameter of Y and 2’ denotes the set {A E 2x: A c Y]. The metric for 22x is 
denoted by H2. If F > 0, A E 2x, JZ? E 22x and x E X, define B,(x) = {y EX: 
d(x, y) < E], N(F, A) = U@,(a): a EA], B(F, A) = {B E 2x: HCA, B) < E) and 
PC&, &9) = (99 E 2? H2(d, 2’) <F}. If B ,,.. ., B, cX, then (B,, . . ., B,) de- 
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notes the set {A E 2x: A CB, U . .- uB, and AnBi#@ for each l~i~n). 
Finally, if n E N, define F,(X) = (A E 2x: A has at most n points) and F(X) = 
U{&(X): II E RJ}. 
1. Equivalences 
Theorem 1.1. Let I_L : 2x --) I be a Whitney map, then the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(a> I* is open, 
(b) the function t + p -l(t) from I into N(2x> C 22x is continuous, 
(c) if t EZ and (t,), is a sequence in [0, t] such that t, + t, then pL-’ (t,) + 
p-‘(t), 
(d) the local minima of p occur at F,(X), and 
(e) p ) F(X) : F(X) -+ I is open. 
Proof. (a) * (b). For this implication it is not necessary to suppose that /1 is a 
Whitney map. We will only use that p is continuous. Let (t,>,l be a sequence in I 
such that t, --f t EZ. The continuity of p implies that lim sup p-‘(t,,) Cp-l(t). 
Now let A E p -l(t) and let E > 0. Let ?Y= B(E, A), then FL(%) is open and 
t E ,u(%), so there exists NE N such that r,, E IL(%) for each n > N. Then there 
exists B, E Z!n p”‘(t,) for each n > N. Hence A E lim inf p*.-‘(t,). Therefore 
/--‘(t,,> -)/--‘(t>. 
(b) - (c) is immediate. 
(c> = (d). Let A E 2x be such that A 6 F,(X), then p.(A) > 0. Let (t,), be any 
sequence in [O, F(A)) such that t, +p(A). Then A E lim ,6’(f,,), so there exists 
a sequence (A,), such that A,, E p-‘(t,,) for each n E N and A, + A. Then p has 
not a local minimum at A. 
(d) d (e). Let Z! be an open subset of F(X) and let t =&A) where 
A=(a,,..., a,} E % Let E > 0 be such that A E F(X) n (Cl,(B,(a,)), . . . , 
Cl,(B,(a,))) c ?2 and Cl,(B,(a,)), . . . , Cl,(B,(a,)) are pairwise disjoint. We 
assume that r > 0, the case t = 0 is easier. Then A @F,(X) and p has not a local 
minimum at A. Let (6,), be a sequence in (0, F) such that 6, + 0. For each n, 
there exists A, E (Baja,), . . . , B,n(a,)) such that p(A,) < ,uL(A). For each n E N 
and for each i E (1,. . . , m}, choose a point a: EA, n BaJai). 
For each n E N, let B, = {a;, . . . , a:) E (B,n(a,>, . . . , B,n(a,>>. Then p(B,) G 
p(A,J < p(A) and B, -+A. Let C, be the component of Cl,(B,(a,)) such that 
a; E C,, then C,, n Bd,(B,(a,)) is nonempty [17, 20.21. Choose a subsequence 
(C,*>, of (C,), convergent to an element C, in 2x. Then Bn, U Cnk +A U C, and 
(A u C,,) n Bd,(B,(a,)) # 8. Thus A #A u C, and p(A) < k(A u CJ, so there 
exists r E N such that k(B, U C,) > p(A). 
Let g={DU{a;,..., a;} E Z: D E FCC,)}. It is easy to prove that ‘3 is 
connected and B, U C, E C~,X(E’). Since B, E %?‘, then r E (,uL(B,), p(B, U C,>) c 
~(597) cpcL(FY). Thus t is an interior point of p(Z). Hence k(g) is open in Z. 
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(e) -(a). Let Z’/ be an open subset of 2x and let t = FL(A) E p(FY) where 
A E Z!. If A is finite, then t E p(‘i?l n F(X)) which is an open subset of I and t is 
an interior point of p(Z). If A is infinite, then by [17, 14.651, t is an interior point 
of p(g). Hence p(Z) is open. 0 
The equivalence between (a) and (b) in the following theorem was proved by 
Charatonik in [4, Theorem 21. 
Theorem 1.2. Let p ~2~ + I be a Whitney map, then the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(a) p is monotone, 
(b) p is confluent, and 
(c) F,(X) n p -‘([O, t I) is connected for every n E N and for every t E I. 
Proof. (a) * (c). Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists n E N and there exists 
t E I such that F,(X) n p - ‘([O, t]) = X U Z where A?’ and Z are nonempty 
disjoint compact subsets of 2x. We may assume that F,(X) ~3. Then s = min 
p(Z) > 0 and s G t. For each H = (x,, . . . , x,1 E A?‘“, choose 6, > 0 such that 
B(6,, H) nx = @ and the sets B&$X,), . . . , BsH(xm) are pairwise disjoint. 
Let ?Y= lJ{B(6,, H) c 2x: HE Z]. Then % is an open subset of 2x. We will 
prove that %n~-‘(s) =2?nnCL11(s). Let A E %nk-‘(s), then N(A, H) < 6, 
for some H={x,,..., x,,J E E’. Then there exist points a, EA n B,H(x,), . . . , a, E 
AnBSH(xJ. Let A”={a,,..., a,,,}, then A,, E F,(X) n p-‘(LO, t]> = 2 u37, so 
A, E A?. By the definition of s, s G p(A,,) G p(A) = s. Hence A =A,. Thus 
A E A?. Therefore %!n vL-‘(s) = A? n F-~(S). 
Then Zn p-l(s) is a nonempty closed and open subset of p-,(s). Thus 
A? n p-‘(s) = p-‘(s). This implies that every element in h”-‘(s) is finite. But s > 0 
implies that p-l(s) has nondegenerate subcontinua of X. This contradiction 
completes the proof that (a) = (c). 
(c) - (a). Since F(X) n pL1([O, tl> is dense in CL-,([O, t]>, then P-‘([O, tl) is 
connected. It is easy to show that p-‘([t, 11) is always connected. Since 2x is 
unicoherent [17, 1.1761, p--l(t) = pL1([O, tl> n p-‘([t, 11) is connected. 0 
Lemma 1.3. If X is locally connected, then F(X) is unicoherent. 
Proof (compare with [7, Theorem 81). Let S denote the unit circle in the plane and 
let e : R --j S be the exponential map. Let f : F(X) + S be any map. To show that 
F(X) is unicoherent, by 17, Theorem 31, it is enough to prove that there exists a 
map h : F(X) - R such that e 0 h =f. 
By [9, Theorem 2.61, F,(X) is unicoherent for each n 2 3. By the Uniqueness 
Lifting Theorem, we can choose maps h,, h,, . . such that h,: F,(X) --f R, 
e 0 h, =f (F,(X) and h,+l I F,(X) = h, for each n. Define h: F(X) * [w by 
h(A) = h,(A) if A E F,,(X). Then f = e 0 h. 
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To prove that h is continuous, consider A = {xi,. . . , x,J E F(X) and an open 
interval W of R such that h(A) E W and diam(W) < 25~. Set V=e(W>, then 
f(A) E V. Let g : V -+ W be the inverse map of e I W. Since X is locally connected, 
there exist open connected and pairwise disjoint subsets U,, . . . , U,, of X such that 
xi E u,, . . .) x, E U, and (U,,..., U,) n F(X) cf-99 Set ZY= (U,, . . . , U,), we 
will prove that (U,, . . . , 17,) n F(X) c h-‘(W). It is easy to prove that ‘Z n F,(X) 
(respectively %/n F(X)) is an open connected subset of F,(X) (respectively 
F(X)), A E 2i!n F,(X) for every m 2 n and f(%n F(X)) c I/. Then the Unique- 
ness Lifting Theorem implies that h, I ‘Zn F,(X) = g 0 f I 2Yn F,(X) for each 
m 2 n. Thus h(%n F(X)) c W. Hence h is continuous. 
Therefore F(X) is unicoherent. q 
Theorem 1.4. If X is locally connected and p : 2x -+ I is a Whitney map, then p is 
monotone if and only if (p I F(X))-‘(t) is connected for every t E I. 
Proof. (-1 Let t E I. By Theorem 1.2, F,(X) n ~-‘([0, t]) is connected for each 
n E N. Then F(X) n p - ‘([O, tl> is connected. It is easy to prove that F(X) n 
p-‘([t, 11) is connected, then Lemma 1.3 implies that (k I F(X))-‘(t) is connected. 
(=> We may suppose that t < 1. It is enough to prove that Cl&F(X) n 
p-‘(t)> = p-‘(t). Let A E p-l(t) and let E > 0. Then there exists B E C(X) such 
that B cCl,(N(~/2, A)), B nA # fl and B is not contained in A [17, 20.11. 
Choose a point p E B -A. Since F(X) n 2A is dense in 2A, there exists a 
sequence (A,), in F(X) n 2A such that A, +A. Then PL(A,, U (~1) --) p.(A U {P}) 
> t, so there exists NE N such that p(AN u {pl) > t and EGA,, A) <E. Let 
f : B --) B(E, A) be given by f(b) =A, u {b), then f is continuous. If a E B nA, 
then p(f(a)) G p(A) = t and pL(f(p)) > t, so there exists b E B such that pu(f(b)) 
= f. Thus H(f(b), A) <E and f(b) Ep-l(t) n F(X). Hence ,u is monotone. 0 
Question 1.5. Is Theorem 1.4 true without the hypothesis that X is locally 
connected? 
Question 1.6. Is F;(X) unicoherent for each continuum X? See [8, p. 511 for 
related questions. 
2. The space of Whitney levels in 2x 
Definition 2.1. A subset ,ti of 2x is an antichain if A, B EJ$ and A c B implies 
A = B. If JZ? c 2x, define SC_&‘) = {B E 2x: there exists A E& such that B CA). 
We start this section with a characterization of Whitney levels in 2x (compare 
with [14, Theorem 1.21). 
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Theorem 2.2. Let ~2 # fl be a compact subset of 2x - (F,(X) U (Xl), then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) M is a Whitney level in 2x (~8 E N(2x)), and 
(b) & is an antichain such that Bd*x(S(&‘)) cd. 
Proof. (a) * (b). Let p :2x + I be a Whitney map and let t E (0, 1) be such that 
& = p-‘(t). Using order arcs (see [17, 1.81) it can be proved that S(d) = p-‘([O, tl>. 
Then Bd,x(S(&)) = Bd2x(l-L-‘([0, tl>> c p-‘(t) =a!. 
(b) * (a). First we will prove that F,(X) c S(d). Suppose, on the contrary, that 
F,(X) is not contained in S(d). Since & z @, it follows that F,(X) n S(M) f fl. 
The connectedness of F,(X) implies that there exists an element (p} E 
Bd F,CxY,(F,(X) n S(&‘)>. It follows that {p} E Bd2x(S(&)) cd. This is a contradic- 
tion since &’ n F,(X) = 6. Therefore F,( X > c S(ti). 
Let p, : a? + I be given by F~(A) = l/2 for every A EA?‘. Then [181 there exists 
a Whitney map P:~~+I such that pl&=p,. 
Define g : 2x + [O, m) by: 
g(A) = inf(6 > 0: there exists BE& such that A cN(6, B)}. 
To prove that g is continuous, Let B,, B, E 2 x be such that H(B,, B,) < F. Let 
6, > 0. Then there exist 0 < 6, <g(B,) + 6, and 0 < 6, <g(B,) + 6, and there 
exist A,, A, E_& such that B, c N(6,, A,) and B, c N(6,, AZ). Then B, c N(E + 
S,, A,) and B, cN(e + 6,, A,). Then g(B,) G F + g(B2) + 6, and g(B,) < E + 
g(B,) + 6,. Therefore I g(B,) - g(B2)1 G E. Hence g is continuous. 
Define w : 2x -+ [O, w) by 
w(A) = 
i 
P.(A), if AES(&), 
1/2+4A)g(A), if A@S(d), 
and define v : 2x + 1 by v(A) = w(A)/w( XI. We will prove that v is a Whitney 
map. 
If x E X, lx} E S(d), so w({x)) = I) = 0. If (A,), is a sequence of elements 
in 2x - S(d) such that A, +A with A E S(d), then g(A) = 0, A E Bd,x(S(&)) 
C& and o(A,) = l/2 + p(A,)g(A,) + l/2 = p(A) = w(A). Then the compact- 
ness of S(d) implies that w is continuous. Finally, take A, B E 2x such that 
A c B #A. Notice g(C) = 0 implies that C E S(M). It follows that o(A) < o(B). 
Therefore u is a Whitney map. 
Clearly, ti CW-‘(l/2). Let A E w-‘(l/2). If A @ S(d), then A P F,(X), g(A) 
> 0 and w(A) > l/2 which is a contradiction. So A E S(d), then there exists 
B E_@ such that A c B. Thus l/2 = w(A) G w(B) = l/2. Then A = B. Thus 
o-‘(l/2) CM. Therefore A? = w-*(1/2). Hence z? is a Whitney level in 2x. 0 
Construction 2.3. If % is a nonempty subset of N(2x) c 22x, let U %!I = UId E 
N(2x>: ~2 E %?I}. Define sup %I = (A E 2x: A E IJ % and A is not properly con- 
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tamed in an element of U ‘%} (compare this definition with [14, Construction 1.41). 
If JZ?, 9 E N(2x>, then sup{&, ,991 is denoted by A? V9. 
Theorem 2.4. If ‘3 is a nonempty compact subset of N(2x>, then SUP ?I E N(2? 
Proof. If {X} E ?L, then sup ‘% = {X} E N(2x>. If 8 = (F,(X)}, then sup ‘3 = F,(X) 
E N(2X). Then we may suppose that {Xl P Yl and there exists JZ’~ E % - (F,(X)). 
If x E X, then there exists an element in JZ?~ c U 2l which properly contains (xl. 
Then {x} P sup 2l. Hence sup % c 2x - (F,(X) U (Xl). 
Clearly, sup % is an antichain. Let pr : 2x -+I be any Whitney map. Let 
A, E lJ ‘21 be such that pL1  U $?I has a maximum at A,, then A, E sup 3%. Hence 
sup Vl is nonempty. To see that sup % is compact, let A E 2x be such that there 
exists a sequence (A,Jn in sup 2l c lJ ‘3 such that A, -+A. Suppose that there 
exists B EA? E %?I such that A cB #A. Put _!z! = jC’(t> where k is a Whitney map 
and t E I. Since p(A) < t, there exists NE N such that p(A,,,) < t. Then there 
exists B, EM c U 8 such that A, cB, #A,. This is absurd since A, E sup 2l. 
This proves that A E sup ‘3. Hence sup ‘11 is compact. 
Now let A E Bd,&(sup ‘3)) c&up 3) and suppose that A E sup 8. Then 
thereexistsB~sup(21~~~ssuchthatAcB#A.Lett~Zandlet~:2~~Ibe 
a Whitney map such that B E p-‘(t) E ‘21. Then p-‘([O, t>> is a neighborhood of 
A, so there exists C E p - '([O, t)) - &up ‘u>. Let D E ,u - l(t) be such that C c D. 
Define E’= (E E U VI: D cE}, then 55’ is a nonempty compact subset of 2x. Let 
E, E ‘Z be such that I_L I sZ’ has a maximum at E,,. Then E, E sup Yl and C c E,. 
Thus C E S(sup %zr>. This contradiction proves that Bd,x(S(sup !?I)) c sup ‘21 and 
completes the proof that sup %?I is a Whitney level in 2x. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let p : 2x + I be a Whitney map. Let t > 0 and let (t,,),, be a sequence 
in 10, t) such that t, + t. Then the sequence (F _ ‘(t,)), converges to an element AZ? in 
22x, ~2 is independent of the choice of the sequence (t,),, J$ c p -l(t) and if 
99 E 22x is such that & ~99 cp-'(t), then 9 E N(2X). 
Proof. To show the existence of JZ’ we will prove that lim sup p"-'(t,) c lim inf 
p-‘(t,,). Let A E lim sup p”-‘(t,> and let E > 0. Choose 6 > 0 such that if B c C 
and I F(B) -p(C) ( < 6, then H(B, C> <e/2 [16, 1.51. Let NE N be such that 
I t - t, I < 6 and B(e/2, A) n p -‘(t,) # jil. Let A4 be such that if n GS M, then 
t, < t, <t and t - t, < 6. Choose A, E B(E/~, A) n pL-‘(tN). If n >M, then 
there exists A, Ep-‘(t,,) such that A, CA,. Then H(A,, A) <E. So B(E, 
A) n~-~(t,) # fl for all n >A4. Thus A E lim inf ~-‘(t,,). Hence (p-‘(tn))n 
converges to an element M in 22x. 
Now take another sequence (s,), in 10, t> such that s, + t. Since (~-%s,J>~ and 
(p-‘(t,)), are subsequences of the sequence (~-r(sr), p”-‘(tl), p-‘(s,), 
pL1(t2),.. .> which is convergent, we have (~L-l(s,)>, and (p-l(t,)l, have the 
same limit. Hence JZ’ is independent of the choice of the sequence (t,>,. 
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Finally, take 3Y E 22x such that tic,% cp”-‘(t). Clearly G’ is a nonempty 
compact antichain contained in 2x -F,(X). If X ~9, then t = 1 and .%’ = {X] E 
N(2x). Then we may assume that X @,A%‘. Let B E Bd,x(S(g)) c S(s). If B @a, 
then there exists A EA? such that B CA ZB. Then p-‘([O, t)) is a neighborhood 
of B, so there exists an element C E p-‘(LO, t)) - $9). Then there exists N E N 
such that p(C) < t - l/n for every n > N. Taking an order arc from C to X (see 
[17, 1.8]), for each y1> N, there exists D,, E p-‘(t - l/n) such that C c D, c DN+ 1 
c . . . . Then C is contained in Cl,(lJ{D,: n >,Nj)= lim D, E~cL%‘. Thus 
C E S(g). This contradiction proves that Bd,x(S(a)) ~9. Therefore A? E N(2x). 
0 
Lemma 2.6. Let p : 2x + I be a Whitney map and let t < 1. If (t,), is a sequence in 
(t, l] such that t, -+ t, then k-‘(t,) + p-‘(t). 
Proof. It is easy to prove that lim sup pL- ‘(t,,) c p ~ ‘(t). If A E p-‘(t), then for 
each II E N, there exists A, E I_L- *(t,) such that A CA,. It follows that A, +A, 
so A E lim inf p-i (t,). Therefore kL’(t,,) + p-l(t). q 
It is easy to see that the function (.M, G’) -t& V9 from N(2x) X N(2x) into 
N(2x) is not continuous (in [14, Theorem 1.91 it is proved that the respective map 
from N(C(X)) X N(C(X)) in N(C(X)) is continuous). So, in the following theo- 
rem, we will need to check the continuity of the functions in which V is involved. 
Theorem 2.1. If 2x has a monotone Whitney map then N(2x> is pathwise con- 
netted. 
Proof. Let p :2x --, I be a monotone Whitney map. For each t > 0, let A?~ = lim 
p-‘(t,) where (t,>, is any sequence in [O, t) such that t, -+ t (Lemma 2.5). Then 
tit is a subcontinuum of 2x and &‘t E N(2X). 
Fix a Whitney map $I :22x + I. Define g : I + I by g(t) = I,!+-‘([O, tl)). Let 
s0 = g(0) = $(F,(X)). Clearly, g is a strictly increasing function. If t < 1 and (tnjn 
is a sequence in (t, 11 such that t, + t, Lemma 2.6 implies that p-‘([O, t,]> + 
p-‘([O, t]>. Hence g(t,> + g(t). If t > 0 and (t,,jn is a sequence in [O, t) such that 
t, + t, then k-‘([O, t,]) --+ k-l([O, t>> U_dt. Hence g(t,) + $(F-‘([O, t)) Udt,> and 
p-‘([O, t)) Ud, E 22x. Since J&: Cpel (t), it follows that g is continuous in t if and 
only if .PZ’~ = wpl(t). Define cG@f = p-l([O, t)> udt. 
For each t > 0 such that JZ?~ f p-‘(t), let a, = 1,5(9~> and b, = +(p-l([O, t])) = 
g(t), then a, <b,. Since _$ and p”‘(t> are subcontinua of 2x, there exists a map 
f, : [a,, b,l + COx> such that f,(a,> =dt, f,(b,) = p”‘(t> and s <r implies ft(s> c 
fr(r) + ft(s>. Since g(1) = $(2x) = 1. we have [so, 1) = Im g U (U{[a,, b,): t E I 
and g is discontinuous in t)). 
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Define h : [s,,, 11 + N(2X) by 
h(s) = i 
/-qq> if s =g(t), 
ft(s), if s E [a,, b,]. 
Then h is well defined, injective and, by Lemma 2.5, h(s) EN for each 
s E [so, 11. 
To see that h is continuous on the right, let s E [s,, 1). If s E [a,, b,) for some 
t, there is nothing to prove, so we may assume that s = g(t) for some t E I. It 
follows that s belongs to Cl&m g n (s, 11). So there exists a sequence s, > s2 > 
. . . such that s, --f s and s, = g(t,) for some t, E Z. Thus t, > t, > . . . and t, --f t, 
for some t, E I. Then g(t) = s = lim g(t,) =g(t,>. Thus t, * t. Let E > 0. By 
Lemma 2.6, there exists S > 0 such that if Y E [t, t + S), then H*(~.-i(t), ~_-l(r)) 
<e/2. Let NE N be such that t, < t + 6. We will see that if s’ E [s, s,,,) then 
H*(h(s>, h(s’)) < E. If s’ = g(t’) for some 1’ E I, then t G t’ < t, and 
H*(h(s>, h(s’)) = H2(p-‘(f), p-‘(t’)) CF. If s’ E [a,,, b,,] for some t’ E I, since 
s G S’ < sN and s, sN E Im g, then s < a,, < 6,, G sN. This implies that t < t’ G f,. 
Since ZZ2(~-l(t), p-‘(r)) <e/2 for each r E (t, t’>, then ZZ2(~-‘(t>, J&‘~,) G .5/2. 
Since ZZ2&‘(t), ~_-i(t’)) < &/2 and df, c h(s’) c b-‘(t’), we have that H”(h(s), 
h(s’)) < E. Hence h is continuous on the right. 
To see that h is continuous on the left, let s E (so, 11. We may suppose that 
there is no t E Z such that s E (a,, b,], then s = a, for some t or s = g(t) for some 
t where g is continuous in t. Thus there exists a sequence s1 < sz < . . . such that 
s, + s and s, is of the form s, = g(t,> with t,* E Z. Then t, < t2 < . ’ . and t, -+ t, 
for some t, E I. Then h(s,) = p-‘(t,) +u’~,, and s, = g(t,> + I+/&-‘(LO, t,)) Udt,,). 
Thus s = I,~,(ZA-~([O, to>> uzfto>. If s = a, = $(~.-‘([0, t)) Udt), then t = t,, h(s) = 
_w’~ and s G g(t). If s = g(t) where g is continuous in t, then s = I,ZJ(Z_-~([O, t]) this 
implies that t = t, and h(s) = p-‘(t) =J#‘~. In both cases h(s,) +a’( = h(s) and 
s <g(t). Let E > 0 and let 6 > 0 be such that r - 6 <r < t implies that 
ZZ2(zZt, p-‘(r)) < c/2 (see Lemma 2.5). Choose N E N such that t - 6 < t,. We 
will show that if s,,, <s’ < s, then H*(h(s), h(s’)) < E. If s’ = g(t’) <s Q g(t) for 
some t’ EZ, then t, < t’ < t. Thus H”(h(s), h(s’)) < c/2. If s’ E [a,,, 6,,] for some 
t’ E I, since sN, g(t) E Im g, then sN < a,, <b,, =g(t’) G g(t). Then rN < t’ G t. 
Since Z?*(JY’~,, p-l(r)) <c/2 for each r E (tN, t’), then ZZ*(&,, A?~,) =G .5/2. Since 
ZZ*(.@‘~, z_-‘(t’)) < ~/2 and dt, ch(s’) CF-‘I(t’), we have that H*(h(s>, h(s’)) <E. 
Hence h is continuous on the left. 
Therefore h is continuous. 
In order to prove that N(2x) is pathwise connected, let _GJ? E N(2*>. Define 
f: [s,,, ll+ N(2X) by f(t) =& v h(t). Since so = g(O) and 1 = g(l), f(sa) =& v 
F,(X) =& and f(1) =& V {X} = {Xl. Set d = K1(ro) where v is a Whitney map 
and r. E Z. 
To show that f is continuous, let s E [so, 11 and let (s,), be a sequence in 
[so, 11 such that s, + s. Take A EM v h(s) cd c h(s) and assume that A @ lim 
inf & V ids,), then there exists 6 > 0 and there exists a subsequence (& V h(~,~)>~ 
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of (& v KS,)), such that B(e, A) n (l;s V h(~,~)) = fi for each k E N. Since d U 
h(.sBk) -+_Pz u/z(s), there exists a sequence (A,), such that A, E& Uh(,snk) for 
each k and A, + A. For each k, we may suppose that A, E B(F, A). Then there 
exists B,E_GY’u/z(s~~) such that A,cB,fA,. It follows that B, Ed V h(s,,). 
Taking a subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that B, -+ B for some B E 2x. 
Then B ES! u h(s) and A c B. Thus A = B. Then B(E, A) n (SE? V h(snk)) # 1 for 
infinitely many k. This contradiction proves that .ti V h(s) is contained in lim inf 
M v h(s,). 
Now take A E lim sup JZ! V ids,) c lim sup .@ U fds,). If v(A) < rO, then there 
exists NE N such that (& V h(s,)) n v -‘(to, rO)) f @. Choose an element A,,, E 
bf v h&I) n v -‘([O, r,>>. Then there exists B E v-‘(r,,) =.M such that A,, cB # 
A,,,. This contradiction proves that v(A) > rg. Thus A is not properly contained in 
any element of &. By definition h(s) is of the form h(s) = F ~ ‘(t> or h(s) =ft(s>, 
in both cases ,J$ c/z(s) cp-l(t) for some t E I (put &‘,) =k*-‘(O)). Similarly, for 
each n E FU, there exists t, E I such that tit, c Ids,) c p-‘(t,). Since h(s,) + h(s), 
then t, + t. If p(A) < t, fix Y E (p(A), t). Let N E PV be such that t, > r for every 
~12 N. Then there exists II > N such that k-l([O, r)) n (d V h(s,)) # (b, choose 
A, E F-‘([O, r)) n (JZZ V h(s,)), then p(A,) <t,. For each LJ E (&A,), t,), A, is 
contained in an element B,, E p ~ ‘(zJ>. This implies that A, is properly contained 
in an element B, EJY’~,$ ch(s,,) c p-'(t,). Then A, @sJ V h(s,) which is a contra- 
diction. Hence k(A) 2 t, then A is not properly contained in any element of h(s). 
Hence A Es’ V h(s). Thus lim sup .PZ V h(s,,) Cd V h(s). 
Therefore f(s,) +f( > s and f is continuous. Hence N(2X) is pathwise con- 
nected. q 
Definition 2.8. A nonempty proper subcontinuum K of X is an R3-continuum [5] 
if there exists an open set U such that KC lJ and a sequence (C,>, of components 
of U such that lim inf C, = K. 
In [3], Charatonik proved that if X contains an R3-continuum, then it has no 
monotone Whitney maps for 2x. We extend the ideas of his proof to show: 
Theorem 2.9. Zf X contains an R3-continuum then there is no path in N(2X) joining 
F,(X) with an element in N(2x> - (F,(X)]. In particular, N(2x) is not pathwise 
connected, 
Proof. Let K be a proper subcontinuum of X, let U be an open subset of X and 
let (C,), be a sequence of components of U such that K C U and lim inf C, = K. 
Choose a point p E K and a sequence (p,>,, in X such that a, +p and P, E C, 
for every nEb4. For each nEf+J, let A,={p]U(p,, P~+~,...]E~~, then A,+ 
(PI. 
Let E > 0 be such that I/= N(E, K) c Cl,(N(&, K)) c U. We may suppose that 
p, E I/ for each n E N. Let D,, (respectively 0) be the component of Cl,(V) such 
that p, ED, (respectively p E 0). Then D,, c C, and D n Bd,(V) f 6 [17, 20.21. 
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Fix y,, ED n Bd,(V). For each point x E Bd,(Vl, there exists E(X) > 0 and there 
exists a subsequence (D,(x)) of CD,), such that D,,(x) n BECX)(~) = @ for each II. 
Let xi,..., x, E Bd,(Vl be such that Bd,(V) cB~.(~,),~(x,) U . . . U BECx,,,j,2(~,). 
Define .E~ = rnin (~/2, F(x~)/~,. . . , .5(x,)/21. 
Suppose that there exists an injective map CY : I --j N(2”) such that a(0) = F,(X) 
and H2(E’,(X), a(t)> < zo/2 for each t. Since Im (Y is a subcontinuum of 22x, then 
E’= l_l{a(t): t ~1) is a subcontinuum of 2* (see [17, 1.491) such that F,(X) c E? 
and g c N2(e,/2, F,(X)). 
Put a(l) = pdl(to) where p :2x + I is a Whitney map and t, E (0, 11. To show 
that p(D) 2 t,, suppose on the contrary that p(D) < t,. Since D UA, *D, there 
exists N E lV such that p(D UA,,,) < t,. Then there exists E E pCL-‘(tO) such that 
D uA, c E E cu(l) c N’(Q/~, F,(X)). Then there exists w E X such that 
H(E, {w)) < eo/2. This implies that diam(D UA,,,) < eo. Since y, E Bd,(V), y, E 
B ecx,j,2(xi) for some i. Then A,,, c BEcJ.xi) which contradicts the choice of E(x,). 
Thus p(D) > t,. 
Let ME N be such that pL(AMM) <to. Taking an order arc from (~1 to D (see 
[17, 1.811, it is possible to find B, E C(X) such that p E B, c D and &4, U B,) = 
t,. Let A =A, U B, E 2c’(V’ n Z?. Define V= {B E 2x: B c V] and let _Y’ be the 
component of A in 2c”V’. Then [3, Lemma 231, $Pc {B E 2”(? B n D,, f fl for 
each lz 2 M}. We will prove that there exists B E_!Z’~ ‘iF such that B n Bd,(Vl f @. 
Assume on the contrary that _!zn 5~7 c T. Given a point 4 E X - I/, (4) E Z? - 7. 
Since A a?n $9, then vi- %’ is a nonempty and open proper subset of E’. Let 2 
be the component of CI,(YT %?I c 2’““’ such that A EJ?, then 3 c_Y. By [17, 
20.11, there exists an element B, E_Y~ Bd,(Yn $+‘I c_!Z. Then B, 6 TYn E?. But 
B, cYn 5? c vn SF. This contradiction proves that there exists B c.Yn E’ such 
that B n Bd,(V) + @. Since B EN~(.s,/~, F,(X)), then diam(B) <F”. Since B n 
Bd,(VI # Id, there exists i E (1,. . . , m} such that B n BFcx,j,2(~,) # @. Then B c 
B,&xi). But B E_Y implies that B n D, + 0 for every II 2 M and then B,&xi) 
n D,, # fl for every n >M. This is a contradiction with the choice of E(x~). 
Therefore the existence of (Y is not possible. This ends the proof of the 
theorem. q 
The next three questions are related to the results of this section. 
Question 2.10. Is the converse of Theorem 2.7 true? 
Question 2.11. Is N(2X) - {F,(X)) a pathwise connected space for every contin- 
uum X? 
Question 2.12. Is N(2x) a connected space for every continuum X? 
Question 2.13 What other topological properties does the space N(2x> possess? 
For example, if X is locally connected, then is N(2X) locally connected? If X is 
locally connected, then is N(2x) homeomorphic to I,? (see [151>. 
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3. Three examples 
In [3], Charatonik, gives an example of a plane dendroid X0 with noncon- 
tractible hyperspaces 2x~ and C(X,,) that contains no R3-continuum. He asked [3, 
Question 251: Has the continuum X, a monotone (an open) Whitney map for 2xo? 
For convenience, we slightly modify X, to construct the space X, in the first 
example of this section. The space X, is a plane dendroid with no contractible 
hyperspaces 2x1 and C(X,), and 2 xl has open (and monotone) Whitney maps. 
Throughout this section we denote by R3 the Euclidean 3-dimensional space 
with the metric d((x,, x2, x,), (yl, Y,, y3)) = mad I x1 -Y, I, 1 x2 -y2 1, Ix3 - 
y, I}. If x, y E [w3, q denotes the segment joining x and y. Denote by 7~,, r2 and 
773 . . R” + IF! the respective projections. 
The Whitney maps used in this section are constructed similarly as in [19]. For 
completeness, we include the construction of the maps w2, os, . . . of [19]. 
Construction 3.1. Let A be a fixed compact subset of [w3. Let k > 2 be a fixed 
integer number. Define A, : F,(A) + [O, a) by: If K = {a,, . . . , a,} E F,(A) (where 
the enumeration of K may not be one-to-one), then A,(K) = min{d(ai, aj): i #j]. 
Hence define w,(A) = sup{h,(K): K E F,(A)). 
Example 3.2. There exists a plane dendroid X, such that 2x~ (and C(X,)) is not 
contractible and 2x~ has open (and monotone) Whitney maps. 
For each iz E N, define p, = (- l)“(- 1, 0, 0), a, = (- l)“(O, 2-“, 0), b, = 
(- l)“(l, 2-“+‘, 2-4”) and c, = (- l)“(l, 2-“+I, - 2-4”). If m > n, let 
d,, = (- l)“(O, 2-“, 2-4m-1), enm = (- l)YO, 2-“, - 2P4mP’), b,, = (- l)“(l, 
2-“+l, 2-4” + 2-4m) and c =(-l)‘z(I, 2-“+I, _2~4n__2-4m). 
Define A, = (lJ{p,u, E,,b,, U a,~,: ~1 E N)> U (lJ(b,d,, U d,,,b,, Upnenm 
Ue c . n E N and m > n)). Then A, is a dendroid. Finally, define X, =p1p2 U nm nm’ 
(U{A,: II E N}) (see Fig. 1). Clearly, X, is a plane dendroid. Reasoning as in [3, 
Example 51, it can be proved that 2 x1 and C(X,) are not contractible. 
Fig. 1. 
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Define ,u : 2x~ -j 10, 03) by p(A) = 2(max ri(A) - min T,(A)) + w(A) where 
w(A) = C;4LJJA)/22k, where wk is defined as in Construction 3.1. And define 
I%:2 x~ -+ I by pi(A) = p(A)/j~(Xi). It is easy to check that pi is a Whitney map. 
We will prove that p, is open by showing that p is open. 
For each x EX,, define an arc (Y, in X, as follows: 
l If x Ep,,a,, U a,$,, - (P,,}, a, =pnan u a,,&,, 
l if x E a,c, - {a,}, (Y, =pnan U ant,, 
l if x ~p,,d,,,,, U d,,,$,, - {P,}, a, =p,,d,, U d,,,$,,,~ 
l if x Ep,e,, U enmcnm - IP,}, a, =pnenm U en&,,, and 
l if x EP,P~, a, =pIp2. 
Then x E a, for each x EX~. Let (TX : [ - 1, 11 - ax be the inverse map of 
Tr, 1 a, : a, + [- 1, 11. 
The following properties are easy to check (making the straightforward calcula- 
tions). 
(1) If x = (x,, x2, x,> EA,, then x2 = (xi + (- 11n)/2n and I x3 I < I x, + 
(- 1)” )(2-4”-’ + 2-““-5). 
(2) If x, Y E A, - (P,,) and s, t E [- 1, 11 then d(gx(s), ay(s>> < 
d((Tx(t), ay(t)> + 5 Is - t 12-4n-1. 
(31 If x EA, -{P,}, Y PA, - (P,} and t E [ - 1, 11, then d(ux(t), (my) = 
I n-,(ax(tN - Tr,(oy(t)) 1. 
(4) If x EX~ and s, t E I- 1, 11, then d(ax(s), ax(t)) = 1 s - t I. 
Notice that (4) implies: 
(5) If x, y EX~ and s, t E t- 1, 11, then d(ax(t), oy(t>) < dCux(s), ay(s)) + 
2/s--tl. 
To prove that Jo is open, suppose that p has a local minimum at A. By 
Theorem 1.1, we have to prove that A E F,(X,). By [17, Theorem 14.651, A is a 
finite set. Put A = (a,, . . . , a,} where r,(al) < . . . < r,(a,). 
We assert that a,(a,) = n-&a,). Suppose, on the contrary, that n-,(a,) < r,(a,). 
Define 4 : [r,(a,), r,(a,)l + 2x1 by 4(t) = {aa,(max{t, r,(a,)l), . . . , 
cTa,(max{t, r (a,>})}. Then $I is continuous and 4(r,(a,)) =A. Since n-,($(t)> = 
Imax(t, 7r,(a,N,. . . , maxit, n-,(a,))), max 77,(4(t>) - mm ri(+(t)) = rri(a,) - t. 
We will prove: 
(6) If i <j, then the number T = d(aa,(max{t, aI(a, aajh&t, T,(aj)))) is 
smaller than or equal to d(a,, aj) + 2(t - n-,(a,)>. If t =G n-,(a,>, then T = d(ai, aj>. 
If rr,(ai) ,< t < r,(aj), then T = d(aa,(t), a,> < d(gai(t), vai(rJai))> + d(ai, aj) = 
t - n-,(a,) + d(ai, aj>. Finally, if .rr,(aj) < t, then r = d(aai(t), aaj(t)) < (see 
property (5)) d(aa,(rl(aj)), ~aj(~,(aj))> + 2(t - r,(aj)> G d(~ai(~,(aj)), 
aa,(rr,(a,)>) + d(ai, a,) + 2(t - n-,(aj)) = r,(aj) - TICail + d(ai, aj> + 2(t - r,(aj>) 
6 d(ai, aj) + 2(t - r,(a,)). Therefore, in any case, T < d(ai, aj1-t 2(t - m-l(al)). 
Property (6) implies that o,(c)(t)) <o,(A) + 2(t - rl(al)) for every t E 
[r,(a,), r,(a,)l and every k > 2. Then, if t > rl(al), p(4(t)) = C~=zW,(4(t>)/22k 
+ Xn-,(a,) - t) <w(A) + 20 - n-TTl(al)) + 2(n-,(a,) - t> = @L(A). Thus p(+(t)) < 
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p(A) for every t > rr,(a,>. This contradicts the choice of A and proves that 
rr,(a,) = r,(uJ. 
Define t, = ~-,(a,) = rrTTl(u2) = . . . = ~~(a,). 
Let Xf= {x EX,: rr2(x) 2 0) = (U{A,: n is even}) Up,p, and X-= {x E 
X,: am G O} = (lJ(A,: II is odd]) Up,p2. 
We claim that A cX+ or A cX-. Assume, on the contrary, that A is not 
contained either in X+ nor in X-. Set n = min{k E N: k is even and A f’ (Ak - 
(pk}) # @} and m = min(k E W: k is odd and A n (Ak - {pk}) f @I. Suppose, for 
example, that a, EA, - (p,}, a, EA, -(p,) and II <m. Consider the map 
(b : [ - 1, to] * 2xl defined by 40) = (au,(t), . . . , au,(t>}. Then +(ta> =A. Since 
a, EA, - (p,} and II is even, then - 1 < t,. Since z-,($(t)> = {t}, we have ~(4(t)) 
= w(+(t)) for each t. 
We will need the following inequality: 
(7) d(c~aJt), chum) =z d(u,, uj) + (t, - t>/2” for every 
[ - 1, t,,l. 
i#j and every tE 
We only check the case ui EAT - {pk) and uj EAT - 
other cases are similar. In this case, 
d(aui(f), auj(t)) 
( ph) where k f h, the 
= I 7T2(uui( t)) - T,(auj( f)) I 
= I(t+(-l)k)/2k-(t+(-l)h)/21’) 
$ I (r - t,)/2k - (t - t”)/2h I 
+ I@,+(-1)“)/2”-(t,,+(-1)“)/2/‘1 
= (to-t) l2-k-2-h I +d(au;(t()), auj(t”)) 
< d( ui, Uj) + (t, - t)/2”. 
Inequality (7) implies that w,(+(t>) =G o,(A) + (to - t)/2” for each k G= 2. 
Since &au,(t), au,(t)> = I ~~(vu,(t)) - 5~,(aa,(t)> I = I(t + (- 1)“)/2” - (t + 
(- 1)“)/2” I = (t + 1)/2” + (1 - t)/2m, it follows that w,(+(t)) = diam(4(t)) = (t 
+ D/2” + (1 - t)/2m. 
Then, if t <to, pL(A) - /d+(t)) = w(A) - w(+(t>> = (w,(A) - w,(4m)/24 + 
C;,,(o,L4) - W,(4w>>/22k > Nt, + 1) - (t + N/2” + ((1 - to) - (1 - t))/2”)/ 
24 + Zyz3(t - t,)/22k+” = (t, - t)(2-“-4 - 2-‘n-4 - C;=32-n-2k) > 0. Hence 
w(A) > w(+(t>> for each t < t,. This contradicts the choice of A and proves that 
A cX+ or A cX-. 
If A cX+ and A E F,(X,), pushing A toward (- 1, 0, O), we obtain elements B 
in 2x1 arbitrarily close to A such that p(B) <p(A) which is a contradiction. 
Hence A E F,(X,). Similarly, if A cX- then A E F,(X,). This completes the 
proof that p is open. 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let p : 2x + Z be a Whitney map. 
(a> Zf I.L I F,(X) h as a local minimum at (a, b), then EL has a local minimum at 
(a, b). 
(b) Zf a0 EA E 2 X,b,~B~2XandpI((Ia,b)~F,(X):a~Aandb~B)hasa 
minimum at (a,, b,), then P I F,(X) has a local minimum at (a,, b,) or a0 E Bd,(A) 
or b, E Bd,(B). 
cc> ZfAl-M=@,A, +A, B, -+ B, a, EA, b, E B, a,, + a,, b, + b, and, for all 
n, a, EA,, b,, E B, and p [((a, b) E F,(X): a E A,, and b E B,) has a local mini- 
mum at (a,, b,), then p I((a, b) E F,(X): a EA and b E B) has a minimum at 
(a,, 6,). 
Example 3.4. There exists a plane contractible dendroid X, such that 2xz has 
monotone Whitney maps but 2x2 does not have open Whitney maps. 
For each n E N, define p,, = (3, 2-“, 01, a, = (1, 2-“, 0) and b,, = (4, 2-“, 0). If 
m>n, put pnm = (3, 2-“, 2-9 Let 8 = (0, 0, 01, a = (1, 0, 01, b = (4, 0, 0) and 
p = (3, 0, 0). 
Define X, = (U(f3a,: n E N)> U (U(a,b,: n E N)) U (U(p,,b,: n E N and m > 
n)) u Bb. Clearly X, is a plane contractible dendroid (see Fig. 2). 
Define Z = {(x1, x2, x3) EX~: 0 GX, G 11, W= Z u (U(a,b,: n E N)> U Ob, Y 
= Kx,, x2, xJ EX~: 3 <xi < 4) and Yr = {(x1, x2, x3) EX~: 1 ,<x, < 4). 
Consider the Whitney map Z_Q :2x2 ---f Z defined by pLI(A) = pu(A)/ku(X,) where 
p(A) = C;=2w,(A)/2k and wk is defined as in Construction 3.1. By Theorem 1.2, 
to prove that Z_L is monotone, it is enough to prove that if A E &(X2), then there 
exists a map 4 : Z + 2xz such that pu(+(t)> < F(A) and 4(t) E F,(X,) for each t E Z 
and 4(l) E F,(X,). To show the existence of 4 we consider three cases: 
(I) A c W. In this case 4 can be constructed by pushing uniformly the points 
of A toward the negative part of the X-axis in such a way that 4(O) = A and 
$0) = ((9). 
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(II) A c Yi. In this case C$ can be constructed by pushing uniformly the points 
of A toward the positive part of the X-axis in such a way that 4(O) =A, 
4(1/2) C (b] U (b n: IZ E kJ} E W and then defining C#J in [l/2, l] as in the first case. 
(III) A n Z # @ and A n Y # @. For z = (z,, z2, ZJ E Z, define (TZ : I -+ Z by: 
(t, 0, O), if z=8, 
az(t) = z, if ZEBU,-{0} and t<z,,and 
(t, t/2”, O), if z E 13~7, - (0) and zi G t. 
Then uz is continuous, az(O> = z, a(G)= a and (rz(l> = a, if z E a,@ - {e]. 
Suppose that A = {ql,. . . , qJ where rri(qi) G . . . G r,(q,) and Iq,, . . . , qr) =A 
n Z. Define II, : [r&q,), 11 + 2 x2 by $0) = Iaq,(t), . . .,uq,(t), q,+l,. . . , s,}. Then 
t+h is continuous, $(rl(ql)) =A and $(l) c Y,. 
To prove that p($(t)) G p(A) for each t, we will use the following easy to prove 
facts: 
(1) If z = (zi, z2, zJ, w = (w,, w2, w,) E Z and zl G t G wl, then 
d(az(t), aw(t)) c d(z, w> + t - zl. 
(2) If z = (z,, zz, z,) E Z, x E Yi and t az,, then d(az(t), x> G d(z, x) + t - 
Z1* 
We will show that: 
(3) If z = (Zi, 22, z,), w = (w,, w2, w,) EZ, z, G wi and zi <t < 1, then 
d(az(t), aw(t)) G d(z, w> + t - zl. By (11, we may assume that wi G t. We only 
analize the case z E Bu, - (e] and w E flu, - IO}, the others are similar. Applying 
(1) to wi, we have d(az(w,), aw(w,)) G&Z, w) + wi -zl. That is I w1/2” - 
Wi/2” I < d(z, w> + WI - Zl. Then d(az(t), aw(t>) = 1 t/2” - t/2” 1 < w1 1 l/2” 
- l/2” I +(t - w,)11/2” - l/2” I < d(z, WI + t -zl. 
If 1 <i 6 j < r, property (1) implies that d(aqi(t), (Tqj(t)) < d(qi, qj) + t - 
rl(ql). If 1 <i G r, r + 1 <j <s and t l [rr,(q,), 11, property (2) implies that 
d(aq,(t), qj) G d(q,, qj> + t - rl(ql). It follows that w,(4(t)) G w,(A) + t - rr,(q,l 
for each k > 2. 
Notice that w,(t)(t)) = diam($(t)> = d(aq,(t), 4,) = r,(q,) - t. In Particular 
w,(A) = r,(q,) - rl(ql). Then p($(t)) = r,(q,) - t + C~=,w,(+l(t>>/2k G rl(qs) 
- t + C;=34A)/2k + t - rl(ql) = pL4). Thus p($(t)) =G P(A). Since $0) c Yi, 
this case has been reduced to case (II). 
Therefore j_~ is monotone. 
Now suppose that there exists an open Whitney map v : 2xz -+ I. 
If m > n, define A,,,,, = U(pnrbn: n + 1 G r G m) and A, = (UIp,,b,: rz + 1 < 
r}) up,b,. Define A, = bp. Then A,, -+ A, as m + ~0, A, -+ A,, Bd,(A,,l = lb,] 
and Bd,(A,) = (P,]. 
Fix n, k E N such that n <k. For each m > k, let x, ~~~~ and ym ~~~~ be 
such that v((x,, y,]> = min{v({x, y]): x ~~~~ and Y EA,,). Then x, + Y,. 
Since v is open, v has not a minimum at Ix,, y,) (Theorem 1.11, then Lemma 3.3 
implies that x, = b, or y, = b,. Then there exist points z,,~ EA, and w,& EAk 
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and there exists a sequence m, < mz < . . . in N such that x,$ +Znk, y,s + w,& 
and, for each s, x,, = b, or, for each s, y,+ = b,. Then z,k = b, or w,,k = b,. 
Since A,_ +A, and Akm, -A, as s + co, by Lemma 3.2, v({z,k, w,&)) = 
min(v({z, w)): z EA, and w EAk). Then Lemma 3.2 implieS that z,k =P, or 
W nk =pk. Therefore {z,,~, w,&) = {P,, bk) or tz,k, w&l = (Pk, b,J. 
When k + co, we obtain that, for each IZ, v l{{z, w): z EA, and w EA”) has a 
minimum at {p,, b) or Ip, b,). Since ~({a,, b)), Alp, b,)) + dp, bl) > 0 and 
v((p,, p}) -+ 0, there exists NE N such that v({p,, p)> < v({P,, b)) and z&p, b,)), 
this is a contradiction since pN E A, and p E A,. 
Therefore 2xz has no open Whitney maps. 
Example 3.5. There exists a plane contractible dendroid X, such that 2x3 has no 
monotone Whitney maps. 
For each IE E N, define b, = (1, 2-“1 and a, = (1 + 2-“+I, 0) E Rz (R2 is the 
Euclidean plane with the usual topology). If m > n, define unm = (1 + 2-“, 2-“). 
Let 0 = (0, 0) and a, = (2, 0). Define X, = 0a, U (U(eb, C [w2: n E N)> U 
(U&&z, c [w*: II E N and m > n)>. Then X, is a contractible dendroid (see Fig. 
3). 
Take any Whitney map p :2x3 + I. Define A = ((x,, x2) E X3: 0 <xl < 1) and 
B = 1(x,, x2> E X,: 1 G xi G 2). Set I, = min{j4(0, p)): p E B) and t* = 
mir&({a,, p)): p EA}. Then t,, t * > 0. Let 6, = (1, 0). Since (a,, b,) + {b,), 
there exists NE N such that ~({a,, b,)) < t,, t*. For each IZ E N, let t, = 
min{k({a,,, p)): p E Bb,), then t, < t,, t *. Let m = min{n E N: t, < to, t *I - 1. 
Since 1, at”, thenmaland t,>t,+l. Let p,, E 06, be such that ~((a, + ,, po)) 
= mtl’ t Then there exists K E N such that ~({a,&, pO)> < to, t,, t *. 
Let r = p({amkj po}). We will prove that p P1(r) is not connected. Define 
A? = {{a, b) E F2(X,>: a E 86, and b E a mkum) CI p - l(r). Then A? is a nonempty 
compact subset of j_-‘(r). If b E amkam, then ,&0, 6)) a t, > r, then (0, b) @sf. If 
a E Bb,, then ~((a, a,)) 2 t, > r, then (a, a,) GJZ?. This proves that M = ({a, b) 
E F,(X,): a E fib, - {d) and b E umkum - (a,)) n ~-l(r). Then & is a nonempty 
closed and open subset of k-‘(r). 
Since ((0, p) E &(X,1: p EXJ is connected, ~(113, a,)> 3 to > r and ~(10, 0)) < r, 
then there exists p EX such that p({e, pl) = r. Since (0, p) CC@, we have that 
p-‘(r) is connected. 
Therefore 2x3 has no monotone Whitney maps. 
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Remark and question 3.6. By [10,13] if X is either locally connected or arc 
smooth, then 2x has open (and monotone) Whitney maps. What other topological 
properties in X do imply that 2 x has an open (a monotone) Whitney map? In 
particular, if X is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum, then does 2x have 
monotone Whitney maps? 
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